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The Dream

Flamecaster

Tim had been missing for weeks,
and Dack was worried since they
had been friends a long time, but
things changed and Tim became
addicted to gaming and speed, then
Dack had the dream.

In a world ruled by magic, two
fugitives, Ash and Jenna, are forced
to join together as they desperately
run from an evil king who would
use them for their powers.

Series: The Message

Series: Shattered Realms

Cat#: 119719

$19.78

Series: Trials of Apollo

Cat#: 118441

$29.86

The Reader
Orphaned in a brutal, illiterate
society, Sefia finds that a
mysterious object--a "book" left to
her by her late father--may be the
key to her survival.

Series: Sea of Ink and Gold

Cat#: 121710

1-800-461-1999

$28.78

Flawed

Series: Flawed

$28.78

Cat#: 118164

Justin
Basketball player Justin has a
written list of life goals, none of
which is "play the crew from
Ghosttown"--but that's the type of
trouble that always seems to find
him.

Series: Blacktop

Cat#: 121789

$17.34

Remembrance

$28.78

$29.86

Masterminds

Series: Dark Artifices

Series: Masterminds

Cat#: 124937

1

Cat#: 121711

A group of kids discovers they were
cloned from the DNA of some of
the greatest criminal masterminds
in history for a sociological
experiment.

$35.23

Riders

$27.02

Series: The Glittering Court

Lady Midnight

Cat#: 116054

$18.41

Masterminds

After regaining consciousness from
a seemingly fatal accident,
eighteen-year-old U.S. Army
Ranger Gideon Blake discovers that
he is War, one the legendary Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse, and
together with Conquest, Famine,
and Death, must save humanity
from an ancient evil.
Series: Riders

Series: Mediator

Desperate to escape a loveless
arranged marriage, high-born
Adelaide poses as a servant girl in
order to win the heart of
impoverished Cedric--with
potentially deadly consequences for
them both.

Emma and Julian lead the
Shadowhunters in investigating a
demonic plot that spans the city of
Los Angeles. Meanwhile, the
faeries who kidnapped Julian's
brother have returned him after five
years.

Cat#: 124936

Graduating from college and
becoming engaged to Dr. Jesse de
Silva, psychic mediator Susannah
Simon accepts a guidance
counselor job at her former school
and is tested by a string of
meddlesome ghosts, including the
vengeful spirit of her ex, Paul.

Cat#: 120724

The Glittering Court

In a future society where flaws are
punished, a formerly "perfect" girl
makes a life-changing decision to
challenge the system.

$27.70

In a world in which near-extinct
dragons pass as humans to grow
their numbers secretly, siblings
Ember and Dante Hill prepare for
destined positions in the world of
Talon only to be hunted by a
dragon-slaying soldier.
Series: Talon

Cat#: 117425

$20.56

www.perma-bound.ca

SERIES STARTERS

The Hidden Oracle
Cast down from Olympus and
transformed into a human after
angering Zeus, a weak and
disoriented Apollo arrives in New
York City as a regular teen and is
forced to survive in the modern
world while endeavoring to regain
Zeus' favor.

Cat#: 115992

Perma-Bound Canada
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The Last Star
In the epic conclusion to the 5th
Wave series, Cassie, Ben, Ringer,
and Evan confront the Others'
plans for the fate of the human race
and the planet.

Series: 5th Wave #3

ADDITIONS TO SERIES

Cat#: 120555

$28.78

Why is this Night Different
from All Others?

In order to protect his father and
brother, Nick Slate reluctantly
agrees to help the Accelerati
complete Tesla's great device, but
there are still three missing objects
to track down.

On all other nights, the train
departs from Stain'd Station
and travels to the city without
stopping. But not tonight. You
might ask, why is this night
different from all other nights?
But that's the wrong question.

Series: Accelerati Trilogy #3

Cat#: 109875

Series: All the Wrong Questions #4

$26.64

Cat#: 119309

Janae

Rescued
When John was ten his father
brought a baby orangutan from
Indonesia. Raja becomes John's
"brother"--so years later, after his
parents divorce, and his father has
sold Raja to a roadside zoo, John
sets out to rescue him and bring
him to a sanctuary in Indonesia.
Series: Ape Quartet #3

Cat#: 120882

Hawking’s Hallway

$28.78

$19.49

Girls Like Me

A dominant basketball player and
part-time worker in her
grandmother's supernaturally
themed Strange Goods Superstore,
Janae knows she has what it takes
to take her game to the next level.
Luck’s got nothing to do with it –
right?

Sharice Bell, her best friend, has
discovered Angel's most intimate
secret. Now, gossip is spreading
through school like wildfire, and
classmates are turning on her.

Series: Blacktop #2

Cat#: 121790

Perma-Bound Canada

Series: Bluford High #21

$17.34

Cat#: 120129

$15.15

A Torch Against the Night
Helene’s mission is horrifying,
unwanted, and clear: find the
traitor Elias Veturius and the
Scholar slave who helped him
escape...and kill them both.

Series: An Ember in the Ashes #2

Cat#: 112965

$29.81

The Black Reckoning
Kate, Michael and Emma struggle
to find the powerful Book of Death
before Dire Magnus does.

Series: The Books of Beginning #3

Cat#: 112809

$18.41

The General

Invision

A Tangle of Gold

A Court of Mist and Fury

James and Lauren are off to
America to help train the army, but
run into trouble in Las Vegas.

Now that Nick and his team of
ancient gods and demons have
claimed the Eye of Ananke and see
the missteps of the future, he must
battle demons more treacherous
than ever before.

With Princess Ko's deception
revealed and the Kingdom of Cello
in chaos, Madeleine and Elliot find
themselves on a collision course to
save the Kingdom--and possibly
each other.

Though Feyre now has the powers
of the High Fae, her heart remains
human, but as she navigates the
feared Night Court's dark web of
politics, passion, and dazzling
power, a greater evil looms, and she
might be key to stopping it.

Series: Cherub #10

Series: Chronicles of Nick #7

Series: Colors of Madeleine #3

Series: Court of Thorns & Roses #2

Cat#: 124934

1-800-461-1999

$27.70

Cat#: 117938

$29.86

Cat#: 121883
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$28.78

Cat#: 119894

$28.78
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The Last Full Measure

Yellow Brick War

Herobrine’s Message

The Glittering Court

After Danny makes a shocking
discovery about the Brotherhood's
final aims, he and his friends lead a
group of townspeople on a
dangerous journey across a ravaged
Idaho, hoping to build a better
society of their own and fulfill the
dreams they had for what once was
the United States.
Series: Divided We Fall #3

Amy Gumm continues her quest to
assassinate Dorothy, save Oz, and
go home to Kansas.

The Republic of Elementia is in
ruins after the Noctem Alliance
wages war on Element City, and
President Stan and his council are
scattered across the server, trying to
find their way back to one another
to continue their fight for freedom.

Grace Blakely believed that finding
the truth about her mother's murder
would finally give her peace, but
now she knows that it is only the
beginning of the secrets that will
dominate her life, and make her a
target on Embassy Row in Adria.

Series: Dorothy Must Die #3

Series: Elementia Chronicles #3

Series: Embassy Row #2

Cat#: 120886

$27.70

Series: Enemy #7

Cat#: 118478

$27.70

To Catch a Cheat
Because of his reputation for
practical jokes Jackson Greene is
the automatic suspect for anything
that goes wrong at school, but
when he and his friends are framed
for a crime they did not commit,
Gang Greene sets out to expose the
students responsible.
Series: Jackson Greene #2

Cat#: 117358

1-800-461-1999

$26.64

$28.78

Cat#: 121799

$20.56

License to Thrill

Mortal Heart

Tween twins Coke and Pepsi
McDonald have finally reached the
last leg of their wacky and
dangerous cross-country road trip,
but they must fend off a host of
strange assassins before they reach
their home in California.

Annith's worst fears are realized
when she discovers that, despite her
lifelong training to be an assassin,
she is being groomed by the abbess
as a Seeress, to be forever shut up
in the convent of Saint Mortain.

Series: Genius Files #5

Series: His Fair Assassin Trilogy #3

Cat#: 116075

$17.34

Cat#: 108866

The (Totally Not)
Guaranteed Guide to
Stressing, Obsessing &
Second-Guessing

Legacy of Secrets
When 5 teenagers known as the
Kingdom Keepers travel back to
1955 for Disneyland's Opening
Day, the origin of the Overtakers,
and the real power of magic unfold
in an unexpected series of events
that propels the Keepers into a
darkness no one saw coming.
Series: Kingdom Keepers – The
Return #2

Smarties and skaters unite,
collecting signatures on a petition
to bring back the school's annual
dance
Series: Jessica Darling’s It List #3

Cat#: 108125

$20.56

$18.43

Cat#: 109879

3

$27.70

Cat#: 117374

$27.70

Beastly Bones
In 1892 New England, Abigail
Rook and her eccentric employer,
R.F. Jackaby, are called upon to
help solve a supernatural murder
mystery involving shape-shifters.

Series: Jackaby #2

Cat#: 122245

$20.51

United As One
John Smith, known as Number
Four, has the power to eliminate
the leader of the Mogodorians but
needs all who have Legacies to
form an army for a final
showdown.
Series: Lorien Legacies – I Am
Number Four - #7

Cat#: 119278

$28.78

www.perma-bound.ca
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The End
The final battle ensues between
Saint George's army of sickos and
the army of London kids.

Cat#: 115976
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The Golden Specific

Rise of the Wolf

Criminal Destiny

The Hunted

Thirteen-year-old Sophia Tims,
with her friend Theo, continues to
search for her parents, explorers
who have vanished as the borders
shift within a world transformed by
the Great Disruption of 1799.

Now a driver in the chariot races,
Nic is still a target of the Praetors
because of the magical amulet he
found, and they will do anything to
get their hands on it, and
meanwhile Atroxia is beginning to
wake up.

The clones of Project Osiris are
free, and they're determined to
expose the leaders of Serenity to the
real world; but in the meantime,
they're being hunted.

When Dack's dreams lead him to
Tim's body, he discovers more
about what happened to his friend.

Series: Mapmakers #2

Series: Mark of the Thief #2

Series: Masterminds #2

Series: Message #3

Cat#: 121778

ADDITIONS TO SERIES

Secondary Edition

$19.49

The Midnight Star
When a new danger appears,
Adelina’s forced to revisit old
wounds, putting not only herself at
risk, but every Elite. In order to
preserve her empire, Adelina and
her Roses must join the Daggers on
a perilous quest—though this
uneasy alliance may prove to be the
real danger.
Series: Young Elites #3

Cat#: 128381

$28.78

To Kick a Corpse
The Qwikpickers decide to break
into an old tomb to administer
some posthumous justice to the
corpse of a plantation overseer.

Series: Qwikpick Papers #3

Cat#: 122762

1-800-461-1999

$22.30

Cat#: 117369

$27.70

Cat#: 115920

The Shadow Cadets of
Pennyroyal Academy

Quake

Series: Pulse #3

Series: Pennyroyal Academy #2

Cat#: 116027

$26.64

$20.56

Lady Renegades

Calamity

Just as Harper starts coming to
terms with her role in his life,
David, overwhelmed by his Oracle
powers, flees Pine Grove and starts
turning teenaged girls into Paladins
who seem to think Harper is the
enemy.

David prepares for a confrontation
against the High Epic to help his
friend, Prof, achieve redemption
and embrace his destiny.

Series: Rebel Belle #3

Series: Reckoners #3

Cat#: 113036

$27.70

Cat#: 112825
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Cat#: 119721

$19.78

The Giant

Teens Faith and Dylan finally go
head-to-head with the mastermind
behind their "pulses".

Hailed as a hero on her return to
Pennyroyal Academy, Princess
Cadet Evie finds that not
everything is as it should be after
she uncovers a vicious secret
society.

Cat#: 121704

$26.64

In the violent early days of the
quarantine, Gonzalo joins a gang of
thieves who live in the ductwork of
McKinley High School. There he
falls in love with Sasha, but as he
grows too big to fit, he is forced to
leave without her. A year later, he
scours the infected zone for her.
Series: Quarantine #4

Cat#: 124374

$27.70

Glass Sword

$28.78

Aggressively pursued by her royal
former friend when she flees the
court that would denounce and
control her Silver powers, Mare
discovers that there are others like
her and endeavors to organize a
rebellion against their oppressive
leaders.
Series: Red Queen #2

Cat#: 115936

$29.86

www.perma-bound.ca
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The Beauty of Darkness

The Last Ever After

Lia and Rafe have escaped Venda
and face a winding and dangerous
path forward. What will happen to
them now?

Former friends Sophie and Agatha
thought their ending was sealed
when they went their separate
ways. Agatha was whisked back to
Gavaldon with Tedros, and Sophie
stayed behind with the beautiful
young School Master. But as they
settle into their new lives, their
story begs to be rewritten.
Series: School for Good & Evil #3

Series: Remnant Chronicles #3

Cat#: 121842

$28.78

Cat#: 119487

Perma-Bound Canada

The Raven King
All her life, Blue has been warned
that she will cause her true love's
death. This never seemed like a
problem before; but since her life
has become caught up in the
strange and sinister world of the
Raven Boys, she's not so sure
anymore.
Series: The Raven Cycle #4

Cat#: 108211

$18.41

$28.78

The Crown
Twenty years after America Singer
and Prince Maxon fell in love, their
daughter must face a life-changing
choice with a new Selection.

Series: Selection #5

Cat#: 119185

$29.86

Trapped

Crooked Kingdom

Dead of Night

When her family is shipwrecked on
a remote island, it is up to Sarah
Robinson to save them from a
treasure-hunting criminal and a
time-traveling "curator" of souls.

Double-crossed and badly
weakened by the kidnapping of a
valuable team member, Kaz and
the crew fight for their lives and the
future of their world.

After tragedy strikes the Wild Pack,
Storm is determined to discover if
there is a traitor in their midst.

Series: Seven Wonders #5

Series: Shipwreck Island #3

Series: Six of Crows #2

Cat#: 119488

$17.34

Cat#: 119995

$26.64

Cat#: 120251

$28.78

Series: Survivors – The Gathering
Darkness #2

Cat#: 119271

$26.64

Rogue

Empire of Storms

A Crown of Dragons

Island of Dragons

Unable to forget the human boy
who saved her from a Talon
assassin, Ember is determined to
save him from execution with the
help of rebel dragon Cobalt and his
crew of rogues.

With her heart sworn to the
warrior-prince by her side, and her
fealty pledged to the people she is
determined to save, Aelin will delve
into the depths of her power to
protect those she loves.

Asked to use his paranormal
abilities to investigate a dragon's
scale, the same artifact his father
was researching before he
disappeared, Michael believes he
will finally be able to find out what
happened to his father.

Reunited twins Alex and Aaron
Stowe are put to the ultimate test to
fulfill their destinies, and save both
Quill and Artime from the deadliest
enemy the cities have ever faced.

Series: Talon Saga #2

Series: Throne of Glass #5

Series: Unicorne Files #3

Cat#: 117426

1-800-461-1999

$20.56

Cat#: 124994

$28.78

Cat#: 120867
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$26.64

Series: Unwanteds #7

Cat#: 117734

$27.70
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The Legend of the Rift
Jack and his friends desperately
search for the rest of the lost Loculi
and confront the armies of Artemis
in order to rescue Aly, who has
been pulled back into Atlantis by
King Uhla'ar.
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365 Days of Wonder
A book of precepts, with one saying
for each day, from Auggie's teacher
Mr. Brown.

Series: Wonder

SERIES COMPANIONS

Cat#: 86963

$20.56

Four: A Divergent
Collection

Series: Wonder

Series: The Mortal Instruments

$26.64

Cat#: 94832

Happily Ever After

Told from Tobias's point of view,
Four shares details of his transfer
from Abnegation to Dauntless, his
initiation, and claiming his place in
the Dauntless hierarchy.

Series: Divergent Trilogy

Series: Selection Series

$23.80

A collection of eleven short stories,
that illuminate the life of the
enigmatic, flashy, and flamboyant
High Warlock of Brooklyn,
Magnus Bane, a character in The
Mortal Instruments series.

Three stories giving the reader an
extra peek at Auggie, as seen
through the eyes of Julian, the
bully, Christopher, Auggie's oldest
friend, and Charlotte, Auggie's new
friend at school.

Presents the four novellas in the
Selection series that introduce
Prince Maxon before he met and
fell in love with America and
Amberly before she became queen,
as well as bonus scenes and an
epilogue to "The One."

Cat#: 88241

The Bane Chronicles

Auggie & Me: Three
Wonder Stories

Cat#: 108861

Cat#: 118927

Perma-Bound Canada

$24.86

Harry Potter and the
Cursed Child
As an overworked employee of the
Ministry of Magic, a husband, and
a father, Harry Potter struggles with
a past that refuses to stay where it
belongs while his youngest son,
Albus, finds the weight of the
family legacy difficult to bear.
Series: Harry Potter

Cat#: 120572

$20.56

$40.60

Stars Above

Tales of the Peculiar

Trace Evidence

A collection of Lunar chronicles
stories explore how Cinder arrived
in New Beijing, how Wolf became
a brooding soldier, and when
Princess Winter and Jacin realized
their destinies.

*Original Publisher’s Hardcover*

This collection features four short
stories set in the world of the Virals
series.

Series: Lunar Chronicles

Cat#: 118155

1-800-461-1999

$27.70

Illustrated by world-renowed artist
Andrew Davidson, this collection
of original stories expands on the
world of the "Miss Peregrine's
Peculiar Children" series.
Series: Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar
Children

Cat#: 125458

Series: Virals

Cat#: 113080

$29.23

6

$20.56

Delirium Stories: Hana,
Annabel, Raven and Alex
Four short stories expand the
Delirium world, untangling the
mysteries surrounding Lena's
mother, exploring Raven's rebel
group in the Wilds, detailing the
summer before Lena and Hana are
to be cured, and explaining what
happened to Lena's first love, Alex.
Series: Delirium

Cat#: 118926

$20.56

Pretty Little Secrets
As a new stalker follows the girls
after Ali's death, she reveals the
mischief and trials that Hanna,
Emily, Aria, and Spencer get into
during the winter break of their
junior year.

Series: Pretty Little Liars

Cat#: 77127

$20.56

Unbound
A collection of stories about
Connor, Risa, and Lev after they
have destroyed the Proactive
Citizenry and are, apparently, free
to live in a peaceful future.

Series: Unwind

Cat#: 117803

$28.78

www.perma-bound.ca
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Curriculum Theme: Appearance And Identity
Traditional Curriculum Selection:
Freak the Mighty by Rodman Philbrick
A brilliant, emotionally-charged novel about a friendship so powerful, it shatters the walls a boy has built around himself
since the murder of his mother.
Catalogue #: 109634
School Price: $17.05 (Free Teacher’s Guide with the Purchase of 20 Copies or More)
Qty Discount: $16.71 (For the Purchase of 25 Copies or More)

New Curriculum Selection: Academic
The Scar Boys by Len Vlahos
In a college admissions essay, eighteen-year-old Harry Jones recounts a childhood defined by his hideous scars, and tells
how forming a band brought self-confidence, friendship, and his first kiss.
Catalogue #: 96574
School Price: $20.56
Qty Discount: $20.15 (25 Copies or More)

New Curriculum Selection: Applied
Wonder by R.J. Palacio
Ten-year-old Auggie, born with extreme facial abnormalities, must struggle with the taunting and fear of classmates as he
enters a private school in Manhattan in an attempt to live a normal life. Includes bonus material "The Julian Chapter".
Catalogue #: 61954
School Price: $25.46
Qty Discount: $24.95 (25 Copies or More)
Lori’s Book Review: This book was fantastic. August Pullman is a normal kid, except for his face. August was born with a severe facial
deformity, and because of all of the surgeries this required August was home schooled. Now that he is 10, Auggie is enrolled in Beecher
Prep Academy. Nervous at first Auggie makes friends with Jack Will and Summer but kids can be cruel and everyone isn’t as able to see
past Auggie’s exterior to the smart and funny kid he is inside. Kids, like Julian, who tease Auggie and try to turn the other kids against
him and Jack. But everyone has a story and this book doesn’t just focus on Auggie, but many of the different characters – his sister Via, her
boyfriend Justin, and her friend Miranda, Auggie’s friends Jack and Summer, and even bully Julian. I loved how this book focused on
different people and talked about some of the events from multiple perspectives. You can see the reasons for some of the changes in
behaviour between some of the characters – why Miranda and Via drift apart, why Julian has a hard time accepting August, etc. A big
part of the novel is about acceptance – of oneself and of others, but also understanding the changes that take place between friends at school
– how we drift apart and come back together. I also really liked the depiction of Auggie’s parents – they’re flawed but loving. As well as
the English teacher Mr. Browne – the precepts in this book are a great conversation starter as they will mean different things to different
people. I highly recommend this novel but be warned – I couldn’t get through it without crying – but in a good way!

Theme Inquiry Explorations:
•
•
•

How does your physical appearance influence how you think about yourself?
Do you judge others based on the way they look or do you get to know them first?
Why are kindness and empathy important for combating bullying?

1-800-461-1999
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Lori’s Book Review: This book had me captivated in the first couple of pages. The first page consists of a college admissions essay question.
The following pages and in fact the rest of the book is Harbinger “Harry” Jones’ answer to that question. Each chapter starts with a song
title and performer. The story begins with the critical event that caused Harry’s disfiguring scars. I must say this for me was a graphic
scene. I was brought to tears and laughed out loud within the first 15 pages of the novel. Harry must endure a painful recovery that has
him addicted to methadone before the age of 10, struggles with bullies at school, and an unknown future. While Harry’s mother is
amazingly supportive, he struggles with his relationship with his father. The school is a hostile environment for Harry until a popular boy
named Johnny befriends him and the boys start a band called the Scar Boys. While shaky at first the band becomes good enough to tour.
But as the dynamics of the group changes, Harry’s views of himself change as well.

Fantastic Finds

Secondary Edition
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Curriculum Theme: Mental Health and Wellness
Traditional Curriculum Selection:
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime by Rodman Mark Haddon
Despite his overwhelming fear of interacting with people, Christopher, a mathematically-gifted, autistic fifteen-year-old boy,
decides to investigate the murder of a neighbor's dog and uncovers secret information about his mother.
Catalogue #: 66741
School Price: $27.24 (Free Teacher’s Guide with the Purchase of 20 Copies or More)
Qty Discount: $26.70 (For the Purchase of 25 Copies or More)

New Curriculum Selection: University
Colin Fischer by Ashley Edward Miller & Zack Stentz
A youthful Sherlock Holmes whose Asperger's syndrome makes social interaction difficult, young Colin investigates a crime
where he must uncover the greatest mystery of all--what other people are thinking and feeling.

CURRICULUM STUDY

Catalogue #: 74916
School Price: $27.70
Qty Discount: $27.15 (25 Copies or More)
Lori’s Book Review: I loved this book. Colin Fischer has Asperger’s Syndrome and sensory integration disorder. He doesn’t like loud noises
and he definitely doesn’t like to be touched. This is going to make his first year in high school more than a little challenging. He doesn’t
even make it to homeroom on the first day before the school bully – Wayne Connelly – dunks his head in the toilet. When a gun goes off in
the high school cafeteria Wayne is the natural suspect but Colin sees things others don’t and he knows Wayne is innocent. And he sets out
to prove it. With masterful observation and reasoning skills Colin is a quirky Sherlock Holmes. I really loved the story line and plot of this
novel. While I surmised the suspect very early there were a few twists and turns that left me surprised. All of the characters felt fleshed out
and real to me. This high school could have been anywhere and the characters will be relatable to most teens. I loved the interjections of
Colin’s notebook and even the footnotes on the bottom of some of the pages; they tended to make me feel like Colin was extremely intelligent
and if given a chance (like Melissa gives him) very interesting. The friendship that develops between Wayne and Colin is very much like
Sherlock and Watson (Wayne/Watson). This is a book that is easy to visualize while reading and I could almost see the change in
Wayne’s behaviour toward Colin. There are also comparisons to be drawn between Colin and Rudy. Neither character really has any
empathy but Colin is good and Rudy is rather evil. Rudy is Colin’s Moriarty (Moore/Moriarty). The ending may not seem fair and
certainly leaves room for another Colin Fischer book.

New Curriculum Selection: College
Freaks Like Us by Susan Vaught
A mentally ill teenager who rides the "short bus" to school investigates the sudden disappearance of his best friend.
Catalogue #: 79417
School Price: $20.56
Qty Discount: $20.15 (25 Copies or More)
Lori’s Book Review: Freak hears voices. He has since he was 8-years-old. He calls his voices Bastard, Whiner, and the No-Names. They
ramble continually in his head. Now that he’s in high school he’s in a special class with Drip, who has ADHD, and Sunshine, who has
selective-mutism. Freak has schizophrenia. They’ve grown accustomed to their lives as “alphabets” as they call themselves. But when
Sunshine disappears all eyes turn toward Freak and Drip. But no one ever listens to the alphabets and when the FBI is called in even
Freak isn’t sure that he didn’t hurt Sunshine. Trying the best they can to find their best friend, Freak and Drip search for Sunshine, but
find only more heartache and pain after they are attacked and beaten up by two of the bullies from school. Even the boys’ parents aren’t
sure if they are to blame for her disappearance. But when confronted by Agent Mercer of the FBI it is up to Freak to sort out the real from
the unreal and the voices in his head, and to see if he alone can find out what happened to Sunshine. An interesting read. The voices were
fairly easy to keep sorted as they were italicized within the text. And because Freak’s inner voices are included you do get the dizzying sense
of what is going on in his mind. The quest to find Sunshine is not cut and dry given the characters in the novel, but enough is given away
early enough in the novel to make you suspect what happened.

Theme Inquiry Explorations:
•
•
•

How does society tend to treat people with mental illness?
What about these traits makes the characters more or less perceptive to those around them?
How does parental support or rejection influence these characters?
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Secondary Edition

Perma-Bound Canada

Curriculum Theme: The Body Politic
Traditional Curriculum Selection:
Frankenstein by Mary Shelley
A monster assembled by a scientist from parts of dead bodies develops a mind of his own as he learns to loathe himself and
hate his creator.
Catalogue #: 109501
School Price: $13.63 (Free Teacher’s Guide with the Purchase of 20 Copies or More)
Qty Discount: $13.36 (For the Purchase of 25 Copies or More)

New Curriculum Selection: University
Noggin by John Corey Whaley
After he died at age sixteen, Travis Coates' head was removed and frozen for five years before being attached to another
body; now the old Travis and the new must find a way to coexist, while figuring out relationship changes.
Catalogue #: 97054
School Price: $23.80
Qty Discount: $23.32 (25 Copies or More)

New Curriculum Selection: College
Proxy by Alex London
Privileged Syd and and his proxy, Knox, are thrown together to overthrow the system.
Catalogue #: 82514
School Price: $20.56
Qty Discount: $20.15 (25 Copies or More)
Lori’s Book Review: Knox is living the “lux” life he gets in trouble but his proxy is always there to take his punishment. So when he steals
a car and gets into an accident he figures his proxy will get his punishment and all will go back to normal - except he’s killed someone.
And Syd, Knox’s proxy, doesn’t want to pay this debt. In this book society is split into the Upper City – those of wealth and status, and
the Valve – those who eke out a living and accumulate debt and when you live in the Valve - everything costs. Syd has done everything he
can not to accrue any debt but his Patron Knox always seems to be getting into trouble. From the time he was four he’s taken the
punishments – the work camps, the beatings. Now he’s taken his blood. Syd has had enough, but when Knox kills someone and Syd is
sentenced to 16 years in a work camp, he knows he has to escape. When Syd goes with his friend Egan to meet someone who can give him
a new identity, the last person he expects to meet is his Patron. In a twist of fate Syd and Knox find they must trust in one another to
outrun the Guardians and Knox’s father, who wants to kill Syd. Turns out that Syd’s blood is more valuable than he realizes. I really
loved Syd’s character. He has dark brown skin and he’s gay. Unlike other novels I’ve read where the main characters sexuality becomes
integral to the plot, this is not the case in this book. This is just a character that happens to be gay. While I did have a pretty good idea
about how the story would end, I found the journey getting there to be very intriguing.

Theme Inquiry Explorations:
•
•
•

What are some of the positive and negative ways people use bodies?
What sort of rights do we have to protect our bodies?
How do wealth and/or status influence our perception of personal rights?
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Lori’s Book Review: Travis has been diagnosed with cancer. It’s only a matter of time before he succumbs to the illness so when Dr.
Saranson visits with a plan to cryogenically freeze Travis’ head to reanimate him at a later date, Travis goes for it. When he opens his eyes
again it’s like nothing has changed – except for his body of course. Instead of being reanimated in 10-20 years as hoped, it’s only been five
years. But five years is long enough for everyone else to change. His girlfriend is now engaged, his best friend who confessed to being gay on
Travis’ death bed is living in denial, his mother has gotten rid of all of his stuff, and his father is working some very late shifts at work.
While the world has gone on without him for the last five years, it’s like Travis has just blinked. I loved this story for the characters, plot
and concept. I liked how the story sounded like it was being told directly from Travis to the reader. We see Travis at different points during
his illness and later reanimation - moments with his girlfriend Cate and best friend Kyle. Travis develops a new friendship with Hatton
who gives him the nickname Noggin. Travis doesn’t know how to deal with his celebrity as only the second person to be successfully
reanimated. What I loved was that the time between Travis’ death and reanimation was only five years but for a 16 year old that is the
difference between being a teen and an adult. While his friends have grown up and moved on, Travis needs to go back to high school. He
needs to reintegrate into a future that has moved on without him. I had many moments where I laughed out loud and a couple where I got
teary. One of my favourite things about this book is that the last line from each chapter becomes the chapter title on the next page. It works
to link the story and the events of Travis’ life together.

Fantastic Finds

Secondary Edition

Perma-Bound Canada

Curriculum Theme: Group Survival in a Hostile Environment
Traditional Curriculum Selection:
The Lord of the Flies by William Golding
Shipwrecked English schoolboys set up their own civilization but savagery finally emerges.
Catalogue #: 182201
School Price: $18.38 (Free Teacher’s Guide with the Purchase of 20 Copies or More)
Qty Discount: $18.01 (For the Purchase of 25 Copies or More)

New Curriculum Selection: Academic

Trapped by Michael Northrop
Seven high school students are stranded at their New England high school during a week-long blizzard that shuts down the
power and heat, freezes the pipes, and leaves them wondering if they will survive.

CURRICULUM STUDY

Catalogue #: 69831
School Price: $20.56
Qty Discount: $20.15 (25 Copies or More)
Lori’s Book Review: It’s snowing but that’s nothing new. The problem is that it hasn’t stopped snowing and it doesn’t appear to be
stopping anytime soon. The Tattawa High School administration, decide to close the school early and most students head home. Three
sophomores Scotty, Jason and Pete, stay late to work on Jason’s go-kart. But the snow keeps on falling and soon they’re trapped along with
four freshmen and one teacher (who leaves the students unattended to see if he can go get help). While initially it doesn’t seem so bad,
different personalities emerge when the school slowly loses things like power, heat and water. The students must find ways to ensure their
survival before they’re rescued and as Scotty alludes to at the beginning of the novel, not everyone does.

New Curriculum Selection: Applied
Adrift by Paul Griffin
Taking a job in Montauk for the summer, best friends Matt and Mike meet three girls who enjoy lives of privilege before the
group becomes lost at sea in a small boat and must overcome respective differences in order to survive.
Catalogue #: 104210
School Price: $27.70
Qty Discount: $27.15 (25 Copies or More)
Lori’s Book Review: Matt and John have been friends for years and are bonded over a shared tragedy in their past. Matt is smart and
hoping to head to Yale, John is pragmatic and is planning to become an electrician. They’re spending their summer working the tourist
beaches selling drinks and ice cream and this is how they meet Driana (Dri), Estefania and her boyfriend Jojo. Matt is immediately
smitten with Dri and when she invites them to a party at her house he drags John along with them. But events quickly turn when
impulsive Estefania decides to go windsailing at night. Heading out into the sea the four others chase her in a neighbour’s boat but not
before calling the police. Unfortunately this is the beginning of a set of events that set the teens on a path that will change all of them
forever. All of them head out to sea and not all of them return, and none of them return the same. This book is a fantastic read for
curriculum study as there are many topics that can be discussed from survival strategies to life-altering decisions. The characters in this
novel were well described and distinctly different. Matt and John’s tragic back story influences how they react in this life and death
situation and you feel as a reader you can understand why they make the decisions they do. I also really liked that Dri’s character is kind,
compassionate, strong, as well as intelligent. It’s nice to have a female character that isn’t a damsel in distress so much as “in the same
boat” as the male characters. I also appreciated the idea that while tragedy can bring people together it can also pull them apart!

Theme Inquiry Explorations:
•
•
•

How can one choice affect your entire life?
What do the protagonists need to survive in each of their respective situations?
How do you think the characters are changed based on their experiences? Can they ever be the same?
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Perma-Bound Canada

Curriculum Theme: Into the Great Unknown
Traditional Curriculum Selection:
Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card
Child-hero Ender Wiggin must fight a desperate battle against a deadly alien race if mankind is to survive.
Catalogue #: 77100
School Price: $18.41 (Free Teacher’s Guide with the Purchase of 20 Copies or More)
Qty Discount: $18.04 (For the Purchase of 25 Copies or More)

New Curriculum Selection: University
The Martian (Classroom Edition) by Andy Weird
Stranded on Mars by a duststorm that compromised his space suit and forced his crew to leave him behind, astronaut Mark
Watney struggles to survive in spite of minimal supplies and harsh environmental challenges that test his ingenuity.
Catalogue #: 121986
School Price: $25.94
Qty Discount: $25.42 (25 Copies or More)

New Curriculum Selection: College

Across the Universe by Beth Revis
Teenaged Amy, a cryogenically frozen passenger on the spaceship Godspeed, wakes up to discover that someone may have
tried to murder her.
Catalogue #: 66002
School Price: $20.56
Qty Discount: $20.15 (25 Copies or More)
Lori’s Book Review: Despite her misgivings, 17-year-old Amy is cryogenically frozen with her parents to travel to Centauri-Earth to start a
colonization project – a trip that should take 300 years. But something has gone wrong and someone is unplugging and killing the frozens.
Amy survives her abrupt reanimation and meets Elder, the next leader of the ship GodSpeed. Elder is being taught and mentored by Eldest
to lead the now mono-ethnic inhabitants of the ship. Eldest wants Elder to have nothing to do with Amy. She’s different and one thing
Eldest will not tolerate is difference. But it is her difference that attracts Elder. She looks nothing like anyone else on the ship and she
questions everything. These questions lead Elder on a journey to discover who is unplugging the frozen people from Sol-Earth and why.

Theme Inquiry Explorations:

•
•
•

What sorts of survival skills might you need to exist in space?
How does communication with others make isolation bearable?
What might life be like on another planet?
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Lori’s Book Review: Mark Watney is a Martian. He was part of a crew sent to Mars for scientific research. However, when a storm blows
in that threatens their safety they decide to evacuate the planet early and head back for Earth. But, during the storm Mark is hit with the
communication antennae, his suit is breached and his life signs are gone. The crew has no choice but to leave him behind. When Mark
wakes up, he is alone on Mars with no communication with Earth or the crew, not enough food or water, and a life support system that was
designed for a temporary stay. Through amazing resilience, intelligence, and humour Mark finds a way to create water, grow food, and
with plundered materials even talk to Earth. This book was amazingly intelligent and while I lack the scientific background to determine
the validity of whether what Mark does is possible, it certainly sounds probable. In any case, I was able to suspend any disbelief. The
humour of Mark’s log entries was irreverent and incredibly entertaining. I suspected that the book would just be a series of Mark’s log
entries, but I was pleasantly surprised that you see a variety of events from different perspectives including those of the scientists back on
Earth trying to rescue Mark as well as his crew mates both before and after their departure. I was laughing out loud on the very last page.

Fantastic Finds

Secondary Edition

Perma-Bound Canada

Curriculum Theme: Surviving Alone and Saving Oneself
Traditional Curriculum Selection:
Hatchet by Gary Paulsen
After a plane crash, 13-year-old Brian spends 54 days in the wilderness, learning to survive initially with only the aid of a
hatchet given him by his mother, and learning also to survive his parent's divorce.
Catalogue #: 131640
School Price: $16.24 (Free Teacher’s Guide with the Purchase of 20 Copies or More)
Qty Discount: $15.92 (For the Purchase of 25 Copies or More)

New Curriculum Selection: Academic
Big Game by Dan Smith
A boy hunter from a remote mountain village, the President of the United States and a terrorist plot converge in a wilderness
survival adventure involving a strange creature in the woods.

CURRICULUM STUDY

Catalogue #: 97154
School Price: $17.34
Qty Discount: $16.99 (25 Copies or More)
Lori’s Book Review: It’s the day of the trial - the day before Oskari’s 13th birthday. He will walk into the forest on Mount Akka, he will
hunt with the traditional bow, and he will return a man. He will bring back what the forest gives him. But Oskari is small and he can’t
even fully draw the bow back all the way. But Oskari is determined not to disappoint his father, a man who brought back a bear. As
Oskari takes off into the forest, he heads toward his father’s secret hunting ground but is quickly veered off course by the approach of a
helicopter. Thinking it is illegal poachers, Oskari watches as the helicopter sets down and men in uniform appear with rocket launchers.
Under cover he watches as these strangers bring down not just an airplane, but air force one. Oskari is no longer the hunter, he is the
hunted…and so is the president of the United States. Will all of Oskari’s training be enough to save them both? I quite liked the fast pace
of this novel. It occurs over two days and the action is fairly continuous throughout. While the situations are dangerous, it did feel as if
Oskari was in his element – he is familiar with the forest and mountain surroundings giving him an advantage over those stalking them. It
is a really good survival story and the ending was quite satisfactory.

New Curriculum Selection: Applied

As Easy as Falling Off the Face of the Earth by Lynne Rae Perkins
A teenaged boy encounters one comedic calamity after another when his train strands him in the middle of nowhere, and
everything comes down to luck.
Catalogue #: 44333
School Price: $20.56
Qty Discount: $20.15 (25 Copies or More)
Lori’s Book Review: A series of comedic events lead to the isolation of Ry from his family. Trying to phone his grandfather and unable to
get a signal in the middle of nowhere, Ry gets off his train and left behind in Montana. His parents are sailing in the Caribbean on
vacation and they’ve lost their phone, that is, had it stolen by an irreverent monkey. And Ry’s grandfather isn’t answering the phone
because he’s fallen and hit his head and can’t remember who he is or where he’s supposed to be. Not to mention the fact that the dogs,
whose story is told in graphic novel format, are trying to make their way back to their old home. This novel is an exercise in Murphy’s
Law and exemplifies how easily people, like things, are lost and found. The more connections we have with one another, the less likely we
will “fall off the face of the Earth”.

Theme Inquiry Explorations:
•
•
•

How do the characters move from innocence to experience in these novels?
What character traits do each of the young protagonists possess that aids in their survival?
How does the isolating nature of the protagonist experience build resiliency?
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Curriculum Theme: Tales, Myths and Legends
Traditional Curriculum Selection:
The Lightning Thief by Rick Riordan
Twelve-year-old Percy Jackson learns he is a demigod, the son of a mortal woman and Poseidon, god of the sea. His mother
sends him to a summer camp for demigods where he and his new friends set out on a quest to prevent a war between the
gods.
Catalogue #: 177262
School Price: $16.78 (Free Teacher’s Guide with the Purchase of 20 Copies or More)
Qty Discount: $16.44 (For the Purchase of 25 Copies or More)

New Curriculum Selection: Applied
12 Things To Do Before You Crash and Burn by James Proimos
In this humorous coming-of-age novel, James "Hercules" Martino has two weeks to accomplish the twelve tasks given to
him by his Uncle Anthony.
Catalogue #: 59569
Sale Title: $17.13 (Limited Copies Available)

New Curriculum Selection: Open

Echo Echo: Reverso Poems about the Greek Myths by Marilyn Singer
This collection of reversible poems helps readers gain new perspectives on ancient Greek myths.
Catalogue #: 112980
School Price: $26.97
Qty Discount: $26.43 (25 Copies or More)
Lori’s Book Review: This is a lovely poetry picture book. I was struck by the colourful illustrations that are designed as
mirror images to highlight the myths in the poems. I particularly like the art portrayed on the cover that is inverted and
found with the first poem - An Age of Marvelous Myths. The poems are reversos - a poetry form the author has invented the poem is read first top to bottom, it is then reprinted in reverse order with only punctuation and capitalization changing.
Sometimes the poetry is written from the same voice but I like the poems that change perspective; such as Arachne and
Athena, King Midas and His Daughter, and Perseus and Medusa, where the voice changes from one character to the other
despite the words being the same. This book is a great introduction to Greek myth and each poem has an informational
tidbit about the myth on the bottom of the page.

Theme Inquiry Explorations:
•
•
•

How are Greek Myths used to explain the changing world around us?
What kinds of attributes do heroes possess?
What happens when you face your greatest fears?
For more book reviews with Inquiry and Activity Suggestions and Cross-Genre Links check out Lori’s book blog:

Lorisbooksabound.blogspot.ca
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Lori’s Book Review: A laugh out loud funny book. The book opens at the funeral of Herc’s father. Nicknamed “Hercules” by his dad when
he was six years old because he opened a jar of pickles, James is struggling with the adoration his father received being a famous self-help
book author and television host and the jerk his father was to him at home. Sent to Baltimore for two weeks to stay with his Uncle, Herc is
given 12 tasks to complete to keep him busy and out of trouble. He decides his first task is to find “strange beautiful unattainable woman”
who sat next to him on the train and return her copy of “Winnie-the-Pooh”. The tasks take him to different places around the city, meeting
different people and each one causes him to reflect on his own life as well as the life of his mother, father, uncle, and the strangers that he
meets. The book is well written. It’s fast paced. The chapters are short, usually only about two to three pages with a total page count of
121. This book is a fantastic read for boys particularly reluctant or struggling readers because the subject matter is funny and relatable.
Warning: There is a fair amount of swearing in this novel.

TOP 30 CURRICULUM TITLES

Fantastic Finds

Secondary Edition

Perma-Bound Canada

To Kill a Mockingbird
Cat#: 303201
1-24: $16.25
25+: $15.93

Of Mice and Men
Cat#: 220001
1-24: $20.30
25+: $19.89

The Great Gatsby
Cat#: 123701
1-24: $25.49
25+: $24.98

The Outsiders
Cat#: 227501
1-24: $18.38
25+: $18.01

The Hunger Games
Cat#: 30907
1-24: $24.08
25+: $23.60

Kite Runner
Cat#: 172148
1-24: $28.61
25+: $28.04

Death of a Salesman
Cat#: 70801
1-24: $23.75
25+: $23.28

Animal Farm
Cat#: 14901
1-24: $17.38
25+: $17.03

Night
Cat#: 7814
1-24: $21.30
25+: $20.87

Catcher in the Rye
Cat#: 47501
1-24: $16.25
25+: $15.93

Life of Pi
Cat#: 176482
1-24: $25.31
25+: $24.80

1984
Cat#: 215625
1-24: $17.38
25+: $17.03

Fahrenheit 451
Cat#: 94201
1-24: $25.49
25+: $24.98

The Giver
Cat#: 87966
1-24: $18.06
25+: $17.70

Tuck Everlasting
Cat#: 307191
1-24: $16.02
25+: $15.70

Brave New World
Cat#: 108970
1-24: $27.02
25+: $26.48

Fifth Business
Cat#: 99320
1-24: $24.56
25+: $24.07

The Handmaid’s Tale
Cat#: 130390
1-24: $24.84
25+: $24.34

Boy in the Striped Pajamas
Cat#: 11605
1-24: $20.56
25+: $20.15

Touching Spirit Bear
Cat#: 304655
1-24: $20.22
25+: $19.82

Flowers for Algernon
Cat#: 105801
1-24: $17.68
25+: $17.33

The Breadwinner
Cat#: 105340
1-24: $20.51
25+: $20.10

Secret Life of Bees
Cat#: 263940
1-24: $28.61
25+: $28.04

Holes
Cat#: 138616
1-24: $16.27
25+: $15.94

Free Teacher’s Guide with the Purchase of 20 or More Novels!
Series: Oxford
School Shakespeare

Series: Shakespeare
Made Easy

Series: No Fear
Shakespeare

Series: Cambridge
School Shakespeare

Series: Folger
Shakespeare Library

Romeo & Juliest
Cat#: 94201
1-24: $25.49
25+: $24.98

Hamlet
Cat#: 130155
1-24: $17.29
25+: $16.94

Macbeth
Cat#: 21373
1-24: $16.21
25+: $15.89

Twelfth Night
Cat#: 120556
1-24: $29.05
25+: $28.47

Othello
Cat#: 225801
1-24: $13.99
25+: $13.71
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Series: Annotated
Shakespeare

Midsummer Night’s Dream
Cat#: 196699
1-24: $17.29
25+: $16.94
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23 Minutes

The Amateurs

American Ace

Witnessing a bank robbery gone
awry, misfit 15-year-old Zoe, a girl
with supernatural ability to jump
back in time and repeat events with
up to 10 tries, attempts to stop the
crime, but only makes things worse
with each successive effort.

As Seneca, Brett, Maddy, and
Aerin begin to unravel dark secrets
and shocking betrayals about the
people closest to them, they seem to
be on the murderer's trail at last.
But somewhere nearby the killer is
watching . . . ready to do whatever
it takes to make sure the truth stays
buried.

Sixteen-year-old Connor tries to
help his severely depressed father,
who learned upon his mother's
death that Nonno was not his
biological father, by doing research
that reveals Dad's father was
probably a Tuskegee Airman.

Cat#: 125055

$26.59

Cat#: 127984

$27.70

Cat#: 112975

$27.70

As Brave as You

Black River Falls

When two brothers decide to prove
how brave they are, everything
backfires, literally.

After escaping the virus that
devastated his town, seventeenyear-old Cardinal cares for orphans
in a mountain camp in the
quarantine zone, but when a
mysterious woman arrives in camp,
Cardinal's world begins to crumble.

Cat#: 127489

$33.09

Bone Gap
Everyone knows Bone Gap is full
of gaps. So when young, beautiful
Roza went missing, the people of
Bone Gap weren’t surprised. But
Finn knows what really happened
to Roza. He knows she was
kidnapped by a dangerous man
whose face he cannot remember.

Cat#: 119475
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$20.56

Cat#: 125196

$26.64

Cat#: 119654

Booked

The Boy in the Black Suit

Twelve-year-old Nick loves soccer
and hates books, but soon learns
the power of words as he wrestles
with problems at home, stands up
to a bully, and tries to impress the
girl of his dreams.

Cat#: 119533

$27.70

Matt wears a black suit every day.
No, not because his mom died—
although she did. But for his gig at
the local funeral home, and he
needs the income. Then Matt meets
Lovey and there’s nothing more
hopeful than finding a person who
understands your loneliness and
can maybe even help take it away.

Cat#: 117830

$26.64
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$20.56

When her university professor
father is sent by the Gestapo to a
concentration camp, seven-year-old
Anna travels the Polish countryside
with the mysterious Swallow Man
during World War II.

Cat#: 118928

$27.70

Blood Will Tell
Teen Portland Search and Rescue
team member Nick Walker
becomes a prime suspect in a
murder.

Cat#: 120063

$20.56

The Boy in the Striped
Pajamas – Illustrated
Deluxe Edition
The international bestseller that has
touched millions of readers around
the world is now available in a
deluxe illustrated edition, featuring
powerful illustrations by acclaimed
artist Oliver Jeffers.

Cat#: 127359

$30.24
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Another Brooklyn
Running into a long-ago friend sets
memory from the 1970s in motion
for August, transporting her to a
time and a place where friendship
was everything—until it wasn’t.

Anna and the Swallow
Man

Fantastic Finds

Burn Baby Burn

The Cage

Teenager Nora faces a difficult
coming of age against the backdrop
of her dysfunctional, abusive
family, and the violence and chaos
of New York City during the
summer of 1977.

At Auschwitz, Riva vows to live,
and to hope—for Mama, for her
brothers, for the millions of other
victims of the nightmare of the
Holocaust. Through determination
and courage, and unexpected small
acts of kindness, she does live. And
this unforgettable memoir of love,
strength, and survival is her story.

Cat#: 121870

NEW IN NOVELS

Secondary Edition

$27.70

The Cottage in the Woods
Ursula is a young she-bear who has
come to work as a governess at the
Vaughn estate. Although she is
eager to instruct her young charge,
Teddy, she is also frightened,
especially when inexplicable things
happen in the huge house after
dark. And in the Enchanted Forest,
not every fairy tale is destined for a
happily ever after.

Cat#: 120660

$18.41

Cat#: 117831

Camp Disaster
Charlotte Summers is sure that
summer camp is going to be a
disaster, and it is, but it's not as
disastrous for her as it is for her
counselor, Marla.

$21.63

Cat#: 119701

The Da Vinci Code (Young
Adult Adaptation)

$20.51

The End of Fun
Everyone is eager to play FUN, an
"augmented reality" game.
Everyone, that is, except teenager
Aaron, who is simultaneously
coping with his grandfather's
suicide, figuring out his love life,
and attempting to give the real
world a try.

Robert with the help of French
cryptologist Sophie Neveu, must
decipher a mystifying trail of clues
that the two come to realize have
been left specifically for them. If
they cannot solve the puzzle in
time, an ancient truth could be lost
forever.

Cat#: 126856

Perma-Bound Canada

Cat#: 122819

$28.78

$27.70

The Charmed Children of
Rookskill Castle
In 1940, Katherine, Robbie and
Amelie Bateson are sent to a
Rookskill Castle, a brooding place,
haunted by dark magic from the
past, but when some of their
classmates disappear Katherine has
to find out if the cause is hidden in
the past orin the present.

Cat#: 122338

$26.64

Five Children on the
Western Front
The Psammead, is a creature from
stories until he suddenly appears.
Lamb and Edith are pleased to
have something to take their minds
off the war, but this time the
Psammead’s magic might have a
serious purpose.

Cat#: 120632

$26.64

The Gallery

Gap Life

The Girl I Used to Be

The Girl in the Blue Coat

In 1929 New York City, twelveyear-old housemaid Martha
suspects that a wealthy recluse may
be trying to communicate with the
outside world through the paintings
on her gallery walls.

All Cray knows is that what's
expected of him doesn't feel right.
The pressure to make a decision—
from his family, his friends—is
huge. Until he meets Rayne, a girl
who is taking a gap year, and who
helps him find his first real job, at a
home of four adults with
developmental disabilities.

When her mother was killed
fourteen years ago, Olivia's father
disappeared--and became the prime
suspect. Now, it is discovered that
he was murdered as well. Can
Olivia track down the killer before
she becomes the next victim?

Amsterdam, 1943. Hanneke spends
her days procuring and delivering
sought-after black market goods.
She likes to think of her illegal work
as a small act of rebellion. Hanneke
initially wants nothing to do with
such dangerous work, but is drawn
into a web of mysteries that lead
her into the heart of the resistance.

Cat#: 121756

1-800-461-1999

$26.64

Cat#: 129129

$27.70

Cat#: 120043
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$26.64

Cat#: 129283

$27.70
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The Glass Arrow

Going Where It’s Dark

The Haters

Highly Illogical Behavior

In a brutal world where girls are
chattel, Aya faces the auction block
while desperately plotting her
escape.

Suffering from a stuttering problem
and faced with many painful
challenges both at school and at
home, Buck finds his only relief
from life's worries in the
exhilaration of exploring the
underground caves near his home.

A road trip adventure about a trio
of jazz-camp escapees who, against
every realistic expectation, become
a band.

Agoraphobic sixteen-year-old
Solomon has not left his house in
three years, but Lisa is determined
to change that, and to write a
scholarship-winning essay based on
the results.

Cat#: 119868

$20.56

Cat#: 112775

Cat#: 122373

$26.64

$28.74

Cat#: 122825

$27.70

Hour of the Bees

House Arrest

Leggings Revolt

At first, twelve-year-old Carol is not
happy to be spending the summer
helping her parents move her
grandfather to an assisted living
home, but as the summer wears on,
she finds herself drawn to him,
fascinated by his amazing stories.

Timothy is a good kid who did a
bad thing. Now he's under house
arrest for a whole year. He has to
check in weekly with a probation
officer and therapist, keep a
journal, and stay out of trouble. But
when he must take drastic measures
to help his family, staying out of
trouble proves more difficult than
Timothy ever thought it would be.

Eric and his friends learn about
gender equality when they attend a
new high school with a strict dress
code.

Cat#: 127370

$27.70

Lily and Dunkin
Tells of the friendship of Lily, a
transgender girl, and Dunkin, a
bipolar boy, as they struggle for
acceptance.

Cat#: 120640

1-800-461-1999

$26.64

Cat#: 116149

$26.64

Cat#: 124990

$18.41

Love and First Sight

The Memory of Light

On his first day at a new school,
blind sixteen-year-old Will Porter
accidentally groped a girl on the
stairs, sat on another student in the
cafeteria, and somehow drove a
classmate to tears. High school can
only go up from here, right?

When Victoria Cruz wakes up in
the psychiatric ward of a Texas
hospital after her failed suicide
attempt, she still has no desire to
live; but as the weeks pass and she
makes new connections, she begins
to see a way forward.

Cat#: 127915

Cat#: 117376

$27.70
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$27.70

Cat#: 119700

$20.51

The Most Important
Thing: Stories about Sons,
Fathers, and Grandfathers
Collection of seven stories explores
the complicated, vital connection
between fathers and sons.

Cat#: 122818

$26.64
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Holding Up the Universe
When Libby and Jack get tangled
up in a cruel high school game which lands them in group
counseling and community service
– they are both pissed, and then
surprised. Because the more time
they spend together, the less alone
they feel.

Fantastic Finds

Perma-Bound Canada

My Lady Jane

Nerve

Raymie Nightingale

Replica

On the eve of her marriage to a
stranger, sixteen-year-old Lady
Jane Grey is swept in a conspiracy
to usurp the throne from her
cousin.

When Vee is picked to be a player
in NERVE, an anonymous game of
dares broadcast live online, she
discovers that the game knows her.
At first it's exhilarating--But the
game takes a twisted turn when
they're directed to a secret location
with five other players for the
Grand Prize round. Suddenly
they're playing for all or nothing.

Hoping that if she wins a local
beauty pageant her father will come
home, Raymie practices twirling a
baton and performing good deeds
as she is drawn into an unlikely
friendship with a drama queen and
a saboteur.

Replica is a “flip book” that
contains two narratives in one, and
it is the first in a duology. Turn the
book one way and read Lyra’s
story; turn the book over and
upside down and read Gemma’s
story. The stories can be read
separately, one after the other, or in
alternating chapters.

Cat#: 119321

NEW IN NOVELS

Secondary Edition

$27.70

The Rose and the Dagger
Caught in a land on the brink of
war, Shahrzad is torn between her
beloved, powerful husband Khalid,
and her childhood sweetheart
Tariq, Khalid's sworn enemy.
Second book in the Wrath and
Dawn series.

Cat#: 121700

$27.70

Cat#: 129723

Cat#: 116188

$21.63

Salt to the Sea
In this novel based on real-life
events, Prussian World War II
refugees find their hopeful exodus
turning into a desperate fight for
survival when the ship on which
they are escaping sinks in the
Atlantic.

Cat#: 112941

Cat#: 127737

$29.86

Scam

The Scourge

Josh is trying to deal with his
mother's death, a move to a group
home and a strange new friend who
helps him cope with it all.

As a lethal plague sweeps through
the land, Ani Mells is shocked
when she is unexpectedly captured
by the governor's wardens and
forced to submit to a test for the
deadly Scourge. She is even more
surprised when the test results come
back positive.

Cat#: 119699

$28.78

$26.64

$20.51

Cat#: 128098

$26.64

The Serpent King

Seven Black Diamonds

The Shadow Queen

The Siren

Dill has had to wrestle with vipers
his whole life—at home, as the only
son of a Pentecostal minister who
urges him to handle poisonous
rattlesnakes, and at school, where
he faces down bullies who target
him for his father’s extreme faith
and very public fall from grace.

Lilywhite is a criminal—she's half
human, half fae, and since the time
before she was born her very blood
has been illegal. A war has been
raging between humans and faeries,
and the Queen of Blood and Rage,
wants to avenge the death of her
heir due to the actions of reckless
humans.

Lorelai Diederich, crown princess
and fugitive at large, has one
mission: kill the wicked queen who
took both the Ravenspire throne
and the life of her father. To do
that, Lorelai needs to use the one
weapon she and Queen Irina have
in common—magic.

Forced to work as a Siren and lure
strangers to their deaths after being
rescued from drowning by the
Ocean, Kahlen falls in love with a
human and defies the rules of her
service in order to follow her heart.

Cat#: 129285

1-800-461-1999

$27.70

Cat#: 129286

$27.70

Cat#: 129552
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$27.70

Cat#: 115890

$28.78
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Soar
Moving to Hillcrest, Ohio, when
his adoptive father accepts a
temporary job, twelve-year-old
Jeremiah, a heart transplant
recipient, has sixty days to find a
baseball team to coach.

Cat#: 113021

$26.64

Perma-Bound Canada

Summerlost

The Swap

Talking Leaves

During the first summer after her
father and brother died in a car
accident, Cedar moves with her
remaining family to a town near the
Summerlost Theater Festival.
There, she makes friends, finds
work, and is drawn into the
mystery of the festival's resident
ghost.

With one random wish, Jack and
Ellie are living life in each other’s
shoes. He’s her. And she’s him.
Now they’re dealing with each
other’s middle school dramas—
locker room teasing, cliques, video
game battles, bra shopping, and a
slew of hilariously awkward
moments—until they hopefully
switch back!

In this work of historical fiction
about the creation of the Cherokee
alphabet, thirteen-year-old Uwohali
comes to realize that his father,
Sequoyah, is a misunderstood
genius intent on helping his tribe
communicate with the wider world.

Cat#: 113001

Cat#: 118477

$27.70

$18.41

Cat#: 121766

$26.64

Tell Us Something True

Thirteen Chairs

The Truth Commission

After River Dean's girlfriend breaks
up with him, he stumbles upon a
teen group and unintentionally
fakes an addiction.

When a boy finds himself drawn
into an empty house one cold night,
he enters a room in which twelve
unusual-looking people sit around a
table. And the thirteenth chair is
pulled out for him.

This was going to be the year
Normandy Pale came into her own.
But it hasn’t worked out that way,
not quite. So Normandy turns to
the “truth commission” she and her
friends have started to find out the
secrets at their school. It’s a great
idea until it leads straight back to
her sister Kiera.

Cat#: 128163

$28.78

We Are All Made of
Molecules
Ashley's and Stewart's worlds
collide when Stewart and his dad
move in with Ashley and her
mom. The Brady Bunch it isn't.
Stewart is trying to be 89.9 percent
happy about it--he's always wanted
a sister. But Ashley is 110 percent
horrified.

Cat#: 118943

1-800-461-1999

$20.56

Cat#: 120686

$27.70

Cat#: 128181

What Light

When Friendship Followed
Me Home

Sierra sees beyond Caleb's past and
becomes determined to help him
find forgiveness and, maybe,
redemption. As disapproval,
misconceptions, and suspicions
swirl around them, Caleb and
Sierra discover the one thing that
transcends all else: true love.

Cat#: 128389

$20.56

When former foster kid Ben rescues
an abandoned mutt from the alley
next to the Coney Island Library,
he is led into a life-altering
friendship with fellow book-lover
Halley.

$28.78

Cat#: 121755
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$26.64

Cat#: 119268

$21.63

Whisper To Me
Trapped by terrible family secrets
and hopeful that love will conquer
all, Cassie writes a letter to the boy
whose heart she broke, explaining
why she did what she did.

Cat#: 119893

$27.70
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A Taste of Monsters
London 1888, and Jack the Ripper
is terrorizing the people of the city.
Evelyn, disfigured by her work in a
matchstick factory has a new
position as a maid to the Elephant
Man. Evelyn wanted to be locked
away from the world, like he is, but
in Joseph Merrick, she finds a
kindred, who does not recoil from
her, and understands her pain.

Fantastic Finds
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Apollo: The Brilliant One

Break and Enter

Darth Vader

Mighty Apollo is known by all as
the god of the sun; but there's more
to this Olympian than a bright
smile and a shining chariot.

Dwayne has trouble fitting in to a
new neighborhood, so he decides to
break into a house so he can
pretend to be someone else, if only
for a little while, then Dwayne
brings home a souvenir to
remember his adventures, but he
finds life is full of weird
coincidences when he learns whose
home he's burgled.

Who is Darth Vader? How did the
once great Jedi become a fearsome
villain? In this biography -complete with black-and-white
illustrations, timelines, and
character profiles young readers
will learn the history of the Sith
Lord.

Series: Olympians #8

Cat#: 118171

NEW IN GRAPHIC NOVELS
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$20.56

Cat#: 118730

$19.78

Firelight

Ghosts

Visiting mysterious Algos Island to
access and enter lost memories,
Emily, Trellis and Vigo search for
clues about Trellis' mysterious
childhood to gain needed
information that they can use
against the evil Elf King only to
uncover a dark secret that changes
everything.
Series: Amulet #7

Catrina and her family are moving
to the coast of Northern California
because her little sister, Maya, is
sick. As the girls explore their new
home, a neighbor lets them in on a
secret: There are ghosts in Bahía de
la Luna.

Cat#: 117454

$23.80

Series: Backstories

Cat#: 128295

$16.25

The Golden Compass
Graphic Novel #2
This second volume of the graphic
novel finds Lyra in the far North.
With the help of Gyptian fighters,
newfound witch allies, and the
armored bear Iorek Byrnison, she
means to rescue the children held
captive by the notorious Gobblers.
Series: His Dark Materials #2

Cat#: 128174

Cat#: 127315

$21.63

$20.56

Delilah Dirk and the
King’s Shilling
When globe-trotting troublemaker
Delilah Dirk and her friend Selim
are accused of espionage against
the British crown, they must clear
their names--even if it means
returning to respectability.

Cat#: 118176

$29.15

The Iron Hand
The three thieves have pulled off a
number of tricky escapes together,
but this time Dessa's on her own ...
Or is she? The conclusion to Scott
Chantler's thrilling, suspenseful and
masterfully told fantasy-adventure
series
Series: The Three Thieves #7

Cat#: 128739

$18.37

Knee-deep in Niceness

March: Book Three

Mighty Jack

Out of Time

Grunhilda the Witch has a
weakness…a tiny soft spot on her
black and crusty heart. She
continues to hide the nice feelings
she has when she gets a letter from
former Salem Elementary student
Madison. But she can’t keep up the
ruse for long because her familiars
are onto her.

The third book in a trilogy cowritten by Civil Rights icon John
Lewis brings the era’s history to life
for young readers.

Jack might be the only kid in the
world who's dreading summer.
Summer is when his single mom
takes a second job and leaves him
at home to watch his mute autistic
kid sister, Maddy. But when she
tells him to trade their mom’s car of
a box of seeds, it’s the best mistake
Jack has ever made.

Jen just wants to have a normal
lesson with her cabin, teaching Jo,
April, Mal, Molly, and Ripley the
basic survival skills needed without
any supernatural intervention when
a blizzard hits camp! Separated
from her girls, Jen finds herself in
trouble until a mysterious stranger
swoops in to save the day.

Series: The Lunch Witch #2

Cat#: 128970

1-800-461-1999

$25.93

Series: March #3

Cat#: 121854

Series: Mighty Jack #1

$31.31

Cat#: 129135
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$25.93

Series: Lumberjanes #4

Cat#: 125098

$25.93
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Paths and Portals

Power Line

Hopper, Eni, and Josh want to use
the secret underground classroom
beneath Stately Academy to
unravel the mysteries of coding.
But Principal Dean and the rugby
team seem to have developed an
unsettling interest in their plans.

Fifteen-year-old Steven Lee, leader
of the Zodiac team, wields
awesome Tiger powers; but now
he's missing, and it's up to his
super-powered teammates to find
him.

Series: Secret Coders #2

Cat#: 120085

$21.63

Series: Red’s Planet #1

Cat#: 122828

$20.51

The Son of Neptune
When he awoke after his long
sleep, he didn't know much more
than his name. Somehow Percy
manages to make it to the camp for
half-bloods, despite the fact that he
had to continually kill monsters
that, annoyingly, would not stay
dead. But the camp doesn't ring any
bells with him.
Series: The Heroes of Olympus #2

Cat#: 127961

1-800-461-1999

$23.80

After escaping from the Republic's
stronghold, Day and June are on
the run in Vegas when the country
learns that their Elector, Primo, has
died, and his son has stepped in to
take his place.
Series: Legend Graphic Novel #2

$18.41

Cat#: 113040

Saving the Whole Wide
World
Team Hilo must defend the world
when strange portals open up,
releasing such monsters as a giant
mutant chicken, a Viking hippo, a
magical warrior cat, and more.

Series: Hilo#2

Cat#: 120634

$19.78

Secret of the Time Tablets

Snow White
In a moody, cinematic new telling
of a beloved fairy tale,
extraordinary graphic novelist Matt
Phelan captures the essence of
classic film noir on the page—and
draws a striking distinction between
good and evil.

Cat#: 120900

Using comics, journal entries and
doodles, follows young Bruce
Wayne and his friends Clark
(Superman) and Diana (Wonder
Woman) as they start a Junior
Detective Agency to investigate
their teachers and find out what is
going on behind closed doors at
Doomvale Academy.

Cat#: 118729

Cleo and her friends journey to
Hykosis, city of thieves and
assassins, in search of information
about Cleo's fate. But trouble arises
when the group is separated by
Xaius Octavian's fleet.

Series: Cleopatra In Space #3

$23.41

Study Hall of Justice

$23.80

Cat#: 128779

$29.86

Super Hero High
Yearbook!

The Unbeatable Squirrel
Girl Meets World

At Super Hero High School, the
galaxy's most powerful teens master
the fundamentals of what it means
to be a hero.

A 320-page Middle Grade Novel
telling an original "tail" of Marvel's
cute, quirky, and downright furry
Super Heroine--Squirrel Girl!

Series: DC Super Hero Girls

Series: Secret Hero Society #1

Cat#: 117287

$25.93

Rebel
Koji's world is full of school and
sports and big dreams, until rebel
forces enter his village, ransack the
school and take away the teacher,
then Koli's group of boys are lead
away at gun point and they learn
the hard way that it's kill or be
killed and become child soldiers.

Cat#: 127296

$22.34
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$20.56

Cat#: 128026

$23.41
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Red’s Planet
The story of headstrong 10-year-old
foster child Red, who stows away
on an alien spaceship and is
marooned on a deserted planet with
a menagerie of misfit aliens.

Prodigy: The Graphic
Novel

Series: Zodiac Legacy #2

Cat#: 118189
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